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       " SAVE PAPER SAVE TREES "
દર વખતે દવા લેવા એવો યારે આ કાગળ લઈને આવવું જ રી છે.

हर बार दवाई लेने आओ तो ये कागज लेके आना ज री हे।
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Advices Here I mention some home remedies to protect yourself, your family and your near and dear
ones against coronavirus just by following these simple home remedies on daily basis:-

1) Apply ghee or castor oil inside nostrils with the help of earbud or finger daily 3-4 times.

2) Increase use of black pepper in cooking in any form either powder or half crushed.

3) If you have any irritation in throat or any cough or common cold related problems just make
below prescribed kadha and have it 2 times in a day:-
take 25 holy basil/tulsi leaves 10 mint/pudina leaves 2 Black pepper half crushed and small 5-6
pieces of mishri/khadi sakar/candy sugar mix this in 1 glass water and boil till 1/2 and have it
warm in morning and evening daily.

4) Have fresh lunch and dinner.. 
Don't use any items cooked in microwave.
Totally avoid all the cold items like cold chilled water ice creams coldrinks chocolates etc.

5)Make home made Tea Special Masala for boost your immunity:-
100 gm black pepper
50 gm white pepper
100 gm cardamom
70 gm dry ginger
10 gm pipramul/ganthoda
25 gm cloves
20 gm bay leaf
1 whole nutmeg
collect all above mentioned items and make fine powder in mixer. Use one teaspoon powder in
tea/milk every time.

-100 gm holy basil/tulsi leaves and 50 gm mint/fudina leaves dry it under sunlight and make fine
powder and store , add 1/2 teaspoon in tea/milk.

-50 gm green tea leaves / lemon grass same way dry under sunlight and make fine powder and
use 1/4 teaspoon in tea/milk.


